
Set ContainS
1 x length of track
2 x a9 carriers
2 x 9tS track stops
1 x 1G nylon guide
1 x screw pack

9TS Track STop

inStallation inStruCtionSa9S

1.  Before starting any installation, ensure the head (lintel) is sufficiently 

strong and rigid to support the door in all positions. For side fix, the 

head should be plumb and flush.

2.  Fix track to the head allowing clearance for the height of the door and 

bottom guide.

3.  Fit carrier door plates to the top of the door, centre of door plate to 

be approximately 50mm from each edge. Ensure that the bottom of 

the door is grooved to accommodate the guide provided. Alternative 

guide systems are available as accessories, if you do not wish to use 

a grooved door.

4.  Wipe inside of top track completely clean, failure to do this will effect 

the smooth poeration of the door.

5.  Slide carrier assemblies into the track.

6.  Lift the door up to the track and engage the door plates onto the 

carrier adjusting bolts.

7.  Adjust carrier botls so that the door hangs plumb and tighten lock 

nuts to door plates.

8.  Fit bottom guide.

9.  Adjust track stops as required.

10.  Fit pelmets if required (not supplied). 

NB  Maximum door weight 60kg.

Side fix 

For thicker doors, mount door plate off 
centre line of door.
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1 way

2 ways – 2 packs required

GUideS

9fca floor GUide in Timber

1G Groove GUide on Timber floor 1GW Groove GUide on Wall 1eG expandinG GUide on Timber floor1eGa expandinG GUide on Wall

1eG expandinG GUide on Wall

1. Fit screw a
2. rotate guide sideways to remove  

excess play, then fit screw B.

a

b

To fiT 1G GUide

two versions of carrier available

1. 94CCSM Stainless brackets. 
Plated bearings.

2. 94CCSS Stainless brackets.  
Stainless bearings.

carrier panel confiGUraTionS

9Gc
surface mount channel 

mWT4ca
tile floor channel 

other channel options include: 


